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Jetson is getting stronger every day

To - Mission Accomplished!

Caity & friends are Royals fans
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UCP’s Board of Directors Providing
Leadership, Guidance, and Support

Dear Friends of UCP,
This past year truly started with a feeling of Mission
Impossible. How were we going to meet the needs of children
and adults with disabilities in a pandemic? The staff of
UCP did what they always do… they found a way! This
year’s annual report highlights a few examples of how UCP
staff accepted the mission and were resolute in pursuing its
objective. As protocols kept changing, our staff adapted so
services could continue.
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In addition to providing quality services during a pandemic,
UCP went through our CARF review in May 2021.
Completing the CARF accreditation process certifies that
UCP is committed to continuous performance improvement,
responsive to feedback and accountable to the community
and our stakeholders. During the survey, national standards
in the areas of business practice and programs are applied.
Not only did UCP receive another three year accreditation,
the best possible, for the first time since 1983 (our first
CARF review) we received no recommendations! This
accomplishment is achieved in only 3 percent of CARF
surveys out of over 60,000 conducted nationwide.
To quote CARF: “UCP is endowed with a stable workforce
committed to excellence. UCP is fortunate to have a staff
that is talented and dedicated to the persons served, with an
obvious pride in the services it delivers. The long tenure is a
testament to staff members’ dedication to the mission.”
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Mission Accomplished by each and every UCP employee!
Teresa Gagliano
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Funding Sources
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Funding Allocations

12%

Management & General • $305,466
Children’s Program • $753,664
Adult Program • $1,123,961
Employment Program • $414,839
Fund Raising / Special Events • $15,452
Capital Improvements / Equipment • $14,882
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61%
6%

Purchase of Service • $1,692,980
United Way • $155,300
Grants - PCS, Andrew, Dekalb, CDBG • $281,989
Special Event - Chili Challenge • $102,063
Contributions / Memorials • $53,103
COVID Relief Funds • $322,373
Other - Miscellaneous Rev & Investment • $119,881

16%

43%

29%

Jetson’s Journey
(BY Bethany Juhl, Jetson’s Mom)
Our journey with Jetson started with us being overwhelmed with
a diagnosis of brain abnormalities, needing brain surgery at three
days old and doctors not sure about his future or if he would
grow and develop. Jetson is defying all these odds with the help
of UCP’s early intervention services. UCP staff provided our whole
family with the support and guidance we needed when Jetson was
just a newborn.
Marsha, UCP Physical Therapist, helped us with our mission
for Jetson to be mobile. Now he is able to sit up by himself and
is trying hard to transition from laying to sitting. When Jetson
started taking steps in the kid walk it was a moment of awe and
pride. We never thought he would be able to walk, so seeing him
up and trying to move upright has been really fun for our family. The kid walk is just one of the many
pieces of equipment Marsha helped us find to meet Jetson’s needs
Jetson also has a feeding disorder. Minnie, UCP’s Speech Pathologist and a Certified Feeding Specialist,
was able to help Jetson learn to suck and swallow and start holding his bottle. Another mission
accomplished!
At UCP’s preschool, Jetson learns and plays
alongside other children with and without special
needs. He continues to work on all his therapy
goals but in preschool it is more fun than work!
UCP did not put limitations on our son’s abilities.
Rather, they met Jetson where he was at, gave us

techniques to help build his strength and work toward
our goals. Over the past 3 years, they have gotten to
know our son and have built trusting relationships with
us. It is so exciting to see the goals that Jetson has met
and the gains that he has made. They have helped all
of the overwhelming things seem manageable and have
empowered us as parents to be the expert on our son’s
needs and therapy. UCP is an invaluable resource to our
family and to the entire community.

UCP’s Children’s Program provides a wide range of services to promote the development and learning of children
with special needs from birth to five years of age. Early intervention services focus on all areas of development and
children served are encouraged to embrace differences and to foster strengths within themselves and their peers.
171 Children Served
Children increased developmental skills by making progress on 94% of outcomes.
100% of children and families reported a successful transition.
3.9 Satisfaction survey results on a scale 1 to 4.

Caity’s Challenge
The word “challenge” is often seen as a negative but it certainly doesn’t have to always bring
about an adverse response. Jerry Dunn (known as the Marathon Man) is quoted as saying, “Don’t
limit your challenges; challenge your limits.”
Some might think Caity has challenges. Sure, she uses a
wheelchair for mobility and yes, she uses eye gazes and
facial expressions for her main communication. However,
those “challenges” have never stopped her from living life
to the fullest and without limits.
Generally, Caity is content as long as she is included in
conversations and in the middle of the main activity.
Finding ways for Caity to be actively involved in activities
is the challenge of UCP’s Adult Program Team.
Caity has small movement ability within her right
arm. This movement has increased recently due to a
raise in dosage from her Baclofen pump. Also, long ago, she was encouraged to give “knuckle
sandwiches” to people and with that teasing prompt, she would lift her arm a bit in jest. Even
before arriving at UCP each morning, Caity is practicing that movement with teasing from her
parents, her peers, and Andrew County’s Sunshine Factory bus driver. She is limber and ready for
business when she rolls into our building!
Adaptive switches allow Caity to access the internet, roll dice, cut out pictures and paper for art
projects and add to her personal scrapbook.
Most recently, Caity is enjoying the BEAMZ….
an interactive laser light activated musical
instrument. Using a long stylus, Caity is able to
independently control the music playing. When
she moves the stylus held by her arm, the music
plays. When she stops moving, the music stops.
To motivate the movement even more, her friends
and staff will often interact with her by dancing
ONLY when the music is playing. When it stops,
they will freeze in place. There are times when
this gets Caity laughing so hard she has to be
encouraged to breathe!
Caity’s challenge should be everyone’s
challenge…………find every way possible to
ensure all are living life without limits. That is the ultimate mission all should choose to accept!
UCP’s Adult Program helps individuals with developmental disabilities continue to learn new skills towards greater
independence through a variety of center and community-based activities. We believe that belonging to the community in
which you live means much more than just living there. It means being involved in the activities and events that interest
you and giving back to that community through volunteerism.
61 Individuals Served
100% of individuals learned skills toward independence
100% increased computer skills
31% of the individuals served accessed the community (Decline was due to Covid-19)

Paul the Pizza Guy
Paul was working at sheltered employment at Specialty Industries and
came to UCP because he wanted to work at a competitive job. Paul
participated in work trials at different job sites to determine his interests
and abilities. UCP Employment staff assisted Paul with his interview
and he secured employment at Aramark as a food service worker at
MWSU. A UCP Job Coach supported Paul through his job orientation
and continues to provide intermittent supports as needed.
Paul’s take on pizza is “Pizza is an art form. Pizza is an expression
that is edible. There are certain things that have to be laid out for the
foundation of each pizza. When I put down the sauce it feels like I’m
painting a picture. It’s easy and something I can do.”
“I have worked with Paul since April. I will have to say he is an amazing worker. He takes his
job very serious but can have fun doing it at the same time.   He is definitely not afraid to ask a
question, but he always does it in a
way that you just have to smile. The
biggest thing I could say about him
is he takes a lot of pride in what he
does. It is a privilege to work with
Paul and I hope to see him here for a
long time.”
- Brian Tarr, Location Manager,
Aramark				
“Paul came to us a couple of years
ago as a quiet and shy applicant. We
hired him based on his past experience
in pizza, but little did we know what
kind of gem we got. He had so many
Brian, Paul and Stephen
questions and struggled to understand
our procedures, but he continued
to learn. Paul has transformed.
Transformed in such a wonderful
way, always smiling and inquisitive, joking and sly. His need to strive for the best has sometimes
almost overwhelmed us. Paul has become meticulous in his job and gone so far as to help others
in their stations when needed.   We trained Paul in pizza 101, but Paul trained us in compassion
and patience.”
- Stephen Kerr, General Manager – Dining Services/Aramark

UCP’s Employment Program provides summer work experience, internship, discovery/exploration, career
planning, job placement, job coaching and job retention services to assist individuals with disabilities to achieve
and maintain successful employment.
151 Individuals Served
79% obtained a job in a timely manner
100% Satisfaction on surveys
2 New businesses hired through the program and 5 new positions were developed

VIRTUAL CHILI CHALLENGE

Raises $102,000

UCP’s 35th Annual Heart of America Chili Challenge went virtual in
2021 due to the pandemic.
Once again we were facing what seemed like Mission Impossible,
but our teams, sponsors and supporters accepted the challenge
and made the cook off a successful virtual event.
Virtual Chili Recipe

l 39 teams raised money on-line and cooked chili from home
l Chili samples were dropped off at Knights of Columbus
l 28 judges tasted and rated each chili sample
l 260 items/baskets were donated to the on-line auction
l Raffle tickets were sold on-line
PREMIERE SPONSOR
Mix together and you have a very successful “virtual”
Chili Challenge!

MAJOR SPONSORS

Teams dropping off their chili samples for judging!

Albaugh, LLC
BioZyme, Inc.
CBIZ Insurance Service, Inc.
Pioneer Material, Inc.
Randolph Seating & Mobility
SPONSORS

We couldn’t do it without our TOP SPONSORS!

1st Street Graphics
Deluxe Truck Stop
Green Hills
Knights of Columbus Council
5067
R King Marketing, Inc.
Kiwanis
MEDIA SPONSORS
Eagle Communications: KFEQ ,
K-Jo, Q Country, KY102
Fox 26 KNPN
KQ2 News
NBC 21 KNPG
St. Joseph News Press
Suddenlink

MISSOURI STATE CHAMPIONS

1st Yatahay
2nd Redleg Ranch
3rd Nestle Purina II
Steve Culver presents the 1st Place People’s
Choice Award in Honor and Memory of Ed Fisher

PEOPLE’S CHOICE

Place
1st

Team Name

Amount

Nestle Purina

$46,651.00

Teams connect with each
other via Zoom

($673,409.00 - 13 year total)

2nd

Sister’s Three

$11,147.00

($92,203.00 - 14 year total)

3rd
4th
5th

King Cole

$3,558.00

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Clarios

$3,136.00

Boys Are Back

$1,570.00

1st Nestle Purina II
2nd Sous Chiefs
3rd Nestle Purina IIII

($170,508.00 - 20 year total)

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th

Gilberton Cobras

$735.00

Chef Wathena

$730.00

AMATEUR DIVISION

The Chili Dawgs

$699.00

TC Chili Challengers

$640.00

Mosaic Bean Machine

$528.00

1st Yatahay
2nd Redleg Ranch
3rd Sisters Three

Knock Out Chili

$500.00

CBIZ, Inc.

$456.00

Downey & Bennett

$331.00

Gray Manufacturing

$325.00

Auto Pride Carwash I & II

$300.00

Raffle drawings
help teams raise
money for the
People’s Choice
Judges are ready to taste some chili!

Generous Donors Made UCP’s Mission Possible 2020-2021
Mission: To positively affect the quality of life of individuals with cerebral palsy and other developmental
disabilities through the provision of direct services, community education and by empowering self-advocacy.
Vision: All individuals with developmental disabilities will have every opportunity to live life to the fullest.

Memorials

Memorials cont.

Individuals

Dr. Charles Ash

Sissy Wilson

James & Janeen Burnham
Colton & Sarah Campbell
Michael & Karen Culjat
Edward & Mona Dastmalchian
Sreenadha & Jaya Davuluri
Jeff Findley
Rick & Eva Gilmore
Rick & Cindy Gove
Ronald & Audrey Gove
David & Wendy Hawkins
John & Ellen Hughes
Tim Hiller
Karen Love
Barbara Loubey
Cynthia Michalski
Jerry Milbourn
Blake & McKayla Miller
Jerry & Sandra Mogg
W.R. & Ruth Mooney
Robyn Moore
James Murphy
Adam & McKenzie Norton
Tom & Robin Norton
Mark & Marlene Pierce
Teresa Rives
Phillip & Linda Schieber
Carl & Janet Smith
Mike & Ramona Steele
JoAnn Whittington
Steve & Brenda Zwaschka

Sam Hamra

Donna Barnett

Mark & Marlene Pierce

Richard Cates

Carl Chatfield
Curtis & Barbara Gould
Jennifer & J.R. Juhl
Lynn Musser
Frank & Vickie Nurski
Barbara Wharton

Angela Crumley

Richard & Barbara Crumley

Justin Gould

Curtis & Barbara Gould

Michelle Hinkle

John & Julie McKay

John Patrick McKay

Donna Barbosa
Jeff Barnes
Diane Delaney
Kirby & Pam Fritchman
William & Glenda Furlong
Gray Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Pete & Staci Gray
Heather Griffin
Sean Haffey
James & Cynthia Heitz
Robert Housh
Dennis & Francis Kamp
Steve & Teresa Kent
Kevin & Mary McGlade
Progressive Community Services
F.A. & Marilyn Power
Robert & Jeanine Riddle
William Schreiber, Jr.
Ed & Connie Wildberger
Bill Wilson
Jamie Bransfield
Robert & Barbara Yarbrough
Memorial Trusts & Foundations

John & Julie McKay

Charles H. Taylor Memorial Fund

Wendy Wilkerson

Businesses & Corporations

Jerry & Barbara Wilkerson

In Honor of
Jessica Alexander
Karen & David Mears

BLM Packaging
Central States Insurance
Deluxe Truck Stop
HyVee
Patterson Legal Group

Service Clubs & Organizations
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Junior League

of Northwest Missouri

3303
Frederick
Service
Clubs Avenue
& Organizations
St. Joseph, MO 64506
816-364-3836
Fraternal Order of Eagles
www.ucpnwmo.org
Junior League

Best Wishes & Gratitude
Tobias, Anna, Katharine,
Matthew & Laura Goodman

